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with BIM for FM
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Making the Case for BIM for FM

Your company spends years planning and budgeting for new construction, but in the end, 75-80% 
of the total cost of ownership of your building takes place after it’s built, in the operations and 
maintenance stages. 

If you use BIM and an integrated workplace management system, you already have the data you need to run more 

ef cient, cost effective, and comforta le facilities  you ust have to connect the data
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BIM FOR FM IN ACTION
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Understand the gaps in the  
building management life cycle
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In the drive to capture and leverage data for better 

business intelligence, many organizations still rely on 

different data sets for the separate life cycle phases, 

rst ith planning and construction and then ongoing 

operations and maintenance y disconnecting the 

data bet een departments and teams, you slo  do n 

processes, reduce asset life cycles, and drive costs 

higher. 

 lac  of data o  bet een life cycle phases causes 

information to become segregated, and any bene t 

from the construction and planning phases’ data is lost 

on future operations and maintenance. This impacts 

the total cost of o nership T  for a facility and 

leads to a lac  of support for the people ho occupy 

the space. 

For example, data used in the design phase, like 

ho  many occupants a space as intended to 

accommodate, could be helpful in the operations phase, 

and operational data, like average daily occupancy, 

could help inform future building designs. 

reating a clear path for data from building 

information modeling  systems to integrated 

facilities management F  systems closes the life 

cycle management loop and allo s you to monitor and 

react to changing conditions in real time. 

Start with clear, 
validated data

Create parameters for 
data usage based on 

operational needs

Manage the data
with interconnected 

processes and systems

Use current 
conditions data to 

inform future design 
and construction 

projects
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Implement BIM data for FM  
with three core questions
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Creating a set of guidelines for ho  you use  data in your facility management and operations is a process, and 

these guidelines evolve over time. Though the process may seem over helming, the best rst step is ust to start, even 

on a small scale. ou continue to re ne your process over time and from pro ect to pro ect. 

First, you need to answer three critical questions with your team:

HOW TO DEVELOP BIM FOR FM GUIDELINES

Understand the Problem e ne the olution Ensure Data Integrity  
and Ins ire on dence

Who will use the data, and what problems are they trying to solve?

The goal of a BIM-for-FM pathway is to make it 

easier for your people to perform their obs as ef ciently 

as possible. ake it personal. ist the different demands 

and challenges of each role to help match them ith 

the most effective data. t’s imperative to kno  ho the 

nal consumers in your organization are, and ork to 

understand hat data they need, ho  they ill consume 

it, and hat they ill do ith the information once it’s 

delivered. The needs of a space manager are different 

than the needs of a commissioning manager or a space 

reimbursement analyst. 

e as speci c as possible.  helpful exercise is to create 

personas for each role or type of data consumer and 

treat them like your team. onsider a maintenance 

manager ho needs to access systems and component 

information, such as asset locations, maintenance 

histories, and repair instructions. The maintenance 

manager also needs to see ho  certain systems ere 

designed to operate at optimal levels to be able to 

prioritize preventive maintenance activities. 

our chief operations of cer doesn’t necessarily need 

to see this level of detail, but they ill be interested in 

ef ciency and cost metrics. 

nce you have outlined the roles and responsibilities 

of each person ho ill need access to building and 

operations data, you can clearly de ne hat information 

they need and ans er the next uestion. 
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What data will you collect and how will you do it?

The role of the BIM-for-FM process is to provide 

a platform so all your stakeholders can capture 

relevant information hen it’s available to them, 

and you can aggregate all of it into one data record 

ithin your facility management soft are, such as 

a computerized maintenance management system 

 or an integrated orkplace management 

system . 

The key here is making the move from data for an 

as-built perspective to data for an as-maintained 

perspective. Rather than including everything from 

the design and construction processes as a huge, 

static chunk of data, the process hittles that do n 

to a lighter, more agile, basics-only data set for as-

maintained. And it’s this data that you feed into the 

 or other facilities management soft are.  

To maintain an asset, you don’t need every piece of 

information for ho  it as manufactured materials, 

dimensions, design schematics . ou ust need the 

information directly related to its use and upkeep. 

Take a door, for example. The -for-F  process 

collects all as-built data from various stakeholders 

schematic design, design development, construction 

dra ings, shop dra ings, nal installation , ith 

the ability to add information along the ay. t then 

aggregates all the information into one data record that 

is transferred to your orkplace management system 

and in uences information for maintenance, such as 

the make, model, serial number, and type of hinges. 

How will you maintain and validate the data?

This step is critical because, in the end, if you can’t keep the data up to date, it uickly loses its value. ut-of-

date data also calls into uestion the accuracy of your other data. f even one data point become inaccurate or 

anti uated even slightly, people distrust the remaining data points  even if they’re accurate. 

Everything you determined in the first two steps should lead you to the answer here.

As-Built Data
static, expansive, bulky

As-Maintained Data
smaller, dynamic, constantly updating



Experience true BIM-for-FM  
integration with Eptura
The Autodesk partnership with Eptura creates a seamless 
solution to the challenge of connecting BIM and FM data.

The Archibus mart lient e tension synchronizes data between 
Autodesk and the Archibus  IWMS so you can make smarter decisions 
about your space and assets. 

You can see and interact with a digital twin of your building, capture 
your oor plan layout, and see architectural layers from e it right 
within your workplace management system. 

To learn more about how it works,
info@robotechcad.com


